
Underline the verb and circle the direct object in each sentence. 

2) In June, the scientist designed a spacecraft.

3) Wenda dropped the glass accidentally .

4) George painted the picture.

5) Mr. Frederick is reading a novel.

6) Last Easter, Winston bought a laptop.

7) Today, Mrs. Williams taught a new poem.

8) The store sells candies.

9) Jessy is riding her bike.

10) Dad built a dog house.

1) Alex raked the leaves.
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Name :

Example: Yesterday, Anna received a gift.

A direct object is a noun or pronoun that receives the action of the verb in

a sentence.

Poem

Glitzy gold,

         ruby red.

Bits of garland

         on my head.
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Underline the verb and circle the direct object in each sentence. 

2) In June, the scientist designed a spacecraft.

3) Wenda dropped the glass accidentally .

4) George painted the picture.

5) Mr. Frederick is reading a novel.

6) Last Easter, Winston bought a laptop.

7) Today, Mrs. Williams taught a new poem.

8) The store sells candies.

9) Jessy is riding her bike.

10) Dad built a dog house.

1) Alex raked the leaves.
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Example: Yesterday, Anna received a gift.

A direct object is a noun or pronoun that receives the action of the verb in

a sentence.

Poem

Glitzy gold,

         ruby red.

Bits of garland

         on my head.
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